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RACES
This chapter outlines the “core races” of Starfinder—those most common in the Pact
Worlds and intended for use as PCs. For some less common races, see Chapter 13.

ANDROIDS

SHIRRENS

Androids are artificial creatures with both biological
and mechanical elements, originally created by
humanity as servants and now free to chart their
own destiny among the stars.
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Once part of a terrifying hive-mind that devoured all
in its path, the insectile shirrens mutated and broke
away to become independent but community-minded
individuals addicted to the freedom of choice.

HUMANS

VESK

Found nearly anywhere in the Pact Worlds, humans
have spread far since the disappearance of their
home world of Golarion. They are known for their
curiosity, tenacity, and adaptability.

Devoted to conquest and dominance, the reptilian
vesk only recently ended their long war with the other
races of the Pact Worlds, and many still distrust them
despite their sense of honor and their utility in combat.

KASATHAS

YSOKI

An ancient four-armed race from a distant star
system, kasathas are staunch traditionalists with
customs that make them seem wise and mysterious
to other races.

Passionate and scrappy, the ratlike ysoki are experts
at getting both into and out of trouble. They let their
love of technology, exploration, and adventure carry
them throughout the galaxy.

he Starfinder Roleplaying Game is about more than just
meeting aliens—it’s also about playing alien characters. In
Starfinder, the word “race” usually refers to an intelligent, selfaware species whose members can be considered characters
rather than simple monsters. While not all races are appropriate
for player characters, many of them are; any creature with a
racial traits entry is a member of a potentially playable race,
provided that your GM approves it.
The following section introduces the core races of Starfinder—
seven species so common within the Pact Worlds as to be
ubiquitous (or at least recognized) throughout the solar system.
A number of slightly less common races native to the Pact
Worlds system, such as elves and dwarves, can be found starting
on page 506, and even more potential races can be found in the
Starfinder Alien Archive. Remember that these are only the races
most common within the Pact Worlds—the system also contains
many civilized but less prominent races, and when it comes to
races from beyond the Pact Worlds, anything goes!
Picking your race is one of the biggest choices in character
creation, as once it’s made, it can’t be changed. In addition to
its cultural flavor, each race comes with a set number of Hit
Points that you get at 1st level, plus several other racial traits
that modify your statistics or grant you additional abilities. The
ability score modifiers are the most significant of these. These
bonuses and penalties apply during the generation of your ability
scores (see page 18), and reflect your race’s natural aptitudes and
disadvantages, such as vesk being stronger on average than the
other races and ysoki being weaker. If you already know what
class you want to play, it’s often a good idea to compare its key
ability score (see page 19) to the ability score modifiers granted

by the respective races when selecting your race, so you don’t
accidentally end up with your racial adjustments to your ability
scores making it difficult to play the type of character you want.
Some races’ ability bonuses make them a perfect fit for certain
classes, such as the vesk’s bonuses to Strength and Constitution,
which make them natural soldiers. However, don’t be afraid to
play against type if the idea excites you—every race presented
here has members of every class within its society.

T
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LASHUNTAS
Lashuntas are naturally gifted psychics, divided into
two subraces: one tall and lean, the other short and
powerful. Both are compelling to other races and
dedicated to scholarship and self-perfection.

1291685

LANGUAGES
The myriad peoples of the Pact Worlds speak a wide variety of
languages, from the system-wide trade tongue called Common to
obscure alien dialects and ancient languages from other planes
of reality. Many worlds have a shared planetary language, most
races speak a racial tongue, and all of the prevalent languages
of the Pact Worlds have both signed versions and written
versions (including both visual and tactile writing).
A character begins play speaking and reading Common, her
racial tongue (if any), and the language of her home planet (if
any). She can also choose a number of bonus languages equal to
her Intelligence bonus from the lists below. A character can learn
the signed or tactile version of a language she knows, either as
a bonus language or by putting a rank in the Culture skill (see
page 139). A character who begins play blind automatically knows
the tactile versions of any languages she knows; a character who
begins play deaf automatically knows the signed versions. An
astonishing number of languages are spoken in the Pact Worlds,
and not all are understandable or reproducible by other races
without complex technology; some of the most commonly
spoken tongues in the Pact Worlds are presented below.
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TABLE 3–1: VITAL STATISTICS BY RACE
RACE
Android
Human
Kasatha
Lashunta
Shirren
Vesk
Ysoki

AVG. HEIGHT
5–7 ft.
5–7 ft.
6–7 ft.
5–7 ft.
5–6 ft.
6–8 ft.
3–4 ft.

AVG. WEIGHT
100–200 lbs.
100–300 lbs.
120–200 lbs.
140–180 lbs.
100–150 lbs.
200–300 lbs.
60–100 lbs.

AGE OF MATURITY
0 years
18 years
25 years
20 years
5 years
16 years
10 years

MAXIMUM AGE
See page 43
80+2d20 years
100+2d20 years
80+2d20 years
50+1d20 years
70+1d20 years
60+1d20 years

Prevalent Languages

VITAL STATISTICS

Common, the most prevalent trade tongue of the Pact Worlds, is
believed to be based on one or more of the old human languages
of Golarion. The other most widespread languages spoken in the
Pact Worlds (and their typical speakers) include the following.
D Akitonian (inhabitants of Akiton)
D Aklo (inhabitants of Aucturn, Dominion of the Black)
D Brethedan (inhabitants of Bretheda, Liavara, and their moons)
D Castrovelian, also called Lashunta (lashuntas, inhabitants
of Castrovel)
D Eoxian (inhabitants of Eox)
D Kasatha (kasathas)
D Shirren (shirrens)
D Triaxian (inhabitants of Triaxus)
D Vercite (inhabitants of Verces)
D Vesk (vesk, inhabitants of the Veskarium)
D Ysoki (ysoki)

Table 3–1 suggests some basic ranges to help you determine
your character’s height, weight, and age. While most characters
fall somewhere in the middle of the range for their race, some
exceptional individuals may be larger or smaller. Gender plays
a significant role in the size and shape of some races, yet even
for those races, you should feel free to build the character that
feels right to you. Environmental factors can also play a role in
determining your character’s size and shape—a character from a
low-gravity environment is likely taller and thinner than average,
while one raised on a high-gravity world might be shorter and
more muscular due to the stresses placed on his body.
The age of maturity listed on the chart represents the age
at which a member of a race is likely to be considered an adult.
It is a generalization based on physical and cultural factors—
individual cultures may vary. The maximum age listed includes
an element of randomness to reflect the capriciousness of death,
and it is the assumption for the race’s longevity without magical
or technological intervention—with the right life-extension
technology, individuals of all races can become nearly immortal.
In addition, most of the races presented here are Medium (see
page 255); they have a space and reach of 5 feet and a land speed
of 30 feet per round. While the ysoki are Small (see page 255),
their space, reach, and land speed are those of Medium creatures.

Other Languages
The following languages are somewhat less common, but they
are often encountered by scholars, spellcasters, and those doing
business on their speakers’ respective home worlds.
D Abyssal (demons, chaotic evil outsiders, inhabitants of
the Abyss)
D Aquan (inhabitants of the Plane of Water)
D Arkanen (inhabitants of Arkanen and Osoro)
D Auran (inhabitants of the Plane of Air)
D Azlanti (Azlanti, inhabitants of the Azlanti Star Empire)
D Celestial (angels, good outsiders, inhabitants of the goodaligned planes)
D Draconic (dragons, reptilian humanoids, Triaxian dragonkin)
D Drow (drow, many residents of Apostae)
D Dwarven (dwarves)
D Elven (drow, elves, half-elves)
D Gnome (gnomes)
D Goblin (bugbears, goblins, hobgoblins)
D Halfling (halflings)
D Ignan (inhabitants of the Plane of Fire)
D Infernal (devils, lawful evil outsiders, inhabitants of Hell)
D Kalo (kalo, inhabitants of Kalo-Mahoi)
D Nchaki (inhabitants of Nchak)
D Orc (orcs, half-orcs)
D Sarcesian (sarcesians)
D Shobhad (shobhads)
D Terran (inhabitants of the Plane of Earth)
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READING THE RACE ENTRIES
The following pages explain the rules for the core races and
describe how they fit into the Starfinder setting, but a few key
elements deserve further explanation.
Ability Adjustments: These are race-based adjustments
to ability scores implemented during character creation (see
page 18). For instance, the ability adjustment for androids is +2
to Dexterity and Intelligence respectively, but –2 to Charisma.
Hit Points: These are the additional Hit Points you get from
your race at 1st level. See page 22 for more information.
Racial Traits: The first page of each race lists the special
abilities you get when playing a character of this race. You
automatically get all of these—you don’t have to pick and choose.
Playing the Race: These notes offer a starting place for how
you, as a character of this race, might interact with the world.
Note that, as with other cultural details presented in the race
entry, these are just suggestions based on a typical member of
your race. Personalities vary, and your character might diverge
wildly from the suggestions, especially if she was raised in a
different culture or under unusual circumstances.
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ANDROIDS

+2
INT

–2

CHA

4 HP

Complex technological creations crafted to resemble humans,
androids were originally a servitor race, but they have since
broken free to form their own society. Unlike ordinary robots
or ship AIs, androids do not simply respond according to their
programming; rather, they have independent consciousnesses
and are animated by souls—a distinction crucial to
their generally accepted status as people rather
than property.

SIZE AND TYPE
Androids are Medium humanoids with the
android subtype.

CONSTRUCTED
For effects targeting creatures by type,
androids count as both humanoids and
constructs (whichever effect is worse). They
receive a +2 racial bonus to saving throws
against disease, mind-affecting effects,
poison, and sleep, unless those effects
specifically target constructs. In addition,
androids do not breathe or suffer the normal
environmental effects of being in a vacuum.

10983660

10983660

+2

DEX

1291687

EXCEPTIONAL VISION
Androids have low-light vision and darkvision.
As a result, they can see in dim light as if
it were normal light, and they can see with
no light source at all to a range of 60 feet in
black and white only. See low-light vision and
darkvision on pages 264 and 263.

FLAT AFFECT
Androids find emotions confusing and keep
them bottled up. They take a –2 penalty to Sense
Motive checks, but the DCs of Sense Motive
checks attempted against them increase by 2.

UPGRADE SLOT
Androids have a single armor upgrade slot in
their bodies. Regardless of whether androids
are wearing physical armor, they can use this
slot to install any one armor upgrade that
could be installed into light armor.
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PLAYING AN ANDROID
YOU LIKELY...
Are rational, quick-thinking, and a careful planner, always mindful of
potential escape routes.
Distrust authority and assume others want to take advantage of you.
Have a natural understanding of machines and respect them.
Judge people by how they treat animals, robots, and servants.

OTHER RACES PROBABLY...
Have trouble reading your emotions or assume you don’t have them.
Are jealous of your constructed body and lack of aging.
See you as somehow inferior to purely biological life-forms.
Experience difficulty following your quick, complex logical processes.

PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION
Androids are biomechanical constructs created in technological
crèches called foundries. While the first androids are believed
to have been mostly biological, difficult to distinguish from the
humans they lived among, modern designs are more varied, and
many favor metal skeletons and processors that support synthetic
organs and living flesh. Nearly all androids feature a humanoid
body shape and tattoo-like circuits that glow through their skin
when operating at full power, but beyond this commonality,
variations in physical appearance reflect an android’s design, role,
and personality. Some take pains to blend into human society,
while others deliberately display their mechanical nature. Though
some androids are constructed or customize themselves to look
like other races, such models are relatively rare. Due to their
biological components, androids need to eat and sleep, but as
constructed beings they do not reproduce in the human fashion
and have no biological need for gender—some identify strongly as
male or female, while others shift fluidly or ignore it altogether,
and still others actively reject it on philosophical grounds as a
relic of their former slavery.
Though android bodies are assembled using tiny machines
called nanites, their complex nervous systems attract and
integrate souls in the same way organic creatures do. Most
androids are fully grown at the time of their birth, and can
technically live forever through constant repair, though most
androids voluntarily release their bodies after a century or so to
allow new souls to inhabit them—a process called renewal that’s
viewed more as procreation than suicide.

HOME WORLD
Android technology in the Pact Worlds is generally believed to
have developed on Golarion in the time before the Gap, though
there are strong indications that the first androids there were
actually travelers from a distant star system. In the modern
era, various corporations throughout the Pact Worlds system
unraveled the secret to android creation and began mass-

producing androids as cheap, skilled labor perfect for hazardous
work. This practice lasted until about 150 years ago, when the
Thyst Rebellion and subsequent android revolts across the
system, combined with the now legendary speech known as “The
Automaton’s Polemic” by android revolutionary Serphaeus-6, led
governments system-wide to officially recognize all androids as
independent citizens. This ruling, however, has not completely
stopped unscrupulous corporations in less regulated parts of the
system from crafting illegal android slaves or forcing newborn
androids to “work off” the expense of their creation. Though
androids can be found anywhere in the Pact Worlds, many
gravitate toward cosmopolitan Absalom Station, the machine
cities of Aballon, and the freedom of the Diaspora.

SOCIETY AND ALIGNMENT
Android society tends to be insular. While androids are treated
equitably in most settlements, especially Absalom Station,
many androids have not forgotten their people’s bondage and
remain keenly aware of prejudice from other races based on
their “unnatural” origin or jealousy over the androids’ freedom
from aging. This leads most androids to feel a sense of kinship
with others of their kind and to go out of their way to help each
other, though they may also bond with members of other races
who treat them well. Despite popular belief, androids’ impressive
deductive reasoning abilities do not preclude sentiment, and
most androids feel emotions keenly—they simply don’t always
express them well, and different individuals may have trouble
processing and communicating particular feelings. The average
android alignment is a practical neutrality; they are focused on
their own welfare and that of their friends.

RELATIONS
Often cautious around strangers, androids have the most
strained relationship with humanity, which built them in its
image and remains their most frequent oppressor. They feel
closest to shirrens, who also know what it is to be enslaved
and misunderstood, and respect kasathas’ self-sufficiency. They
generally dislike vesk, whom they see as slavers, and only
grudgingly tolerate ysoki’s antics.
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ADVENTURERS
Androids adventure for many reasons: to earn a living, trace the
origins of their race, or rescue androids and other creatures from
servitude. Their quick thinking under fire makes them natural
operatives and soldiers, while their affinity for machines makes
them excellent mechanics and technomancers.

NAMES
Androids have no single naming convention. Many take names
from the cultures in which they first awoke, or from media they
enjoy. Some accept call sign–like names based on appearance,
personality, or exploits. Still others go by numbers as a deliberate
reminder of their mechanical nature, or a combination of name
and number denoting how many times the body their soul
inhabits has been renewed. Some sample android names include
Asha, Blue-17, Emene-3, Flick, Garro, Iseph, Melody, Naga, Olas,
Stringer, Twenty, and Yose.

ANDROIDS
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HUMANS

+2

TO ANY 1 ABILITY

4 HP

Ambitious, creative, and endlessly curious, humans have
shown more drive to explore their system and the universe
beyond than any of their neighbor races—for better and for
worse. They’ve helped usher in a new era of system-wide
communication and organization and are admired for their
passion and tenacity, but their tendency to shoot
first and think about the consequences later can
make them a liability for those races
otherwise inclined to work with them.

SIZE AND TYPE
Humans are Medium humanoids and have the
human subtype.

BONUS FEAT
Humans select one extra feat at 1st level.

SKILLED
10983662

10983662
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Humans gain an additional skill rank at 1st level
and each level thereafter.
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PLAYING A HUMAN
YOU LIKELY...
See yourself as the hero of your own story, surely destined for
some form of greatness.
Are innovative, flexible, and talented, and you pride yourself on
your human resilience.
Get along well with members of other races and learn from other
cultures and societies.
Hold passionate beliefs yet change your mind quickly when it’s
in your interest.

OTHER RACES PROBABLY…
See you as energetic and adaptable, but also as emotional,
impetuous, and prone to violence.
Pity you for the loss of your ancestral home world and worry
that you covet theirs.
See your self-confidence as arrogance.
Respect your ability to get along with other races but view you
as a dilettante with little culture of your own.

PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION
Humans have a wide range of inherited traits, such as body
type, skin color, and facial features, yet these minor differences
of heredity and genetics hold little significance in modern
human society. Instead, humans’ tendency to adapt to their
environments means that more extreme differences, such as
cybernetic augmentations, alien implants, and the elongated
limbs of zero-g asteroid miners, are seen as far more important
than ancient geography or skin color when defining modern
ethnic groups. Still, certain ancient cultural groups are still
recognized, such as the crimson-hued humans native to Akiton
and the mysterious, sinister humans of the Azlanti Star Empire.

HOME WORLD
Humans first arose on Golarion, yet even before the
disappearance of their home world, they had begun to spread
out onto the other planets of the solar system, particularly
Akiton. In the wake of Golarion’s vanishing, however, this
group of explorers became inadvertent emigrants. Today,
Absalom Station is the undisputed center of human culture,
yet humans can be found on nearly every planet in the system,
either integrated into alien societies or creating colonies and
homesteads on new worlds.
Of all the common races in the Pact Worlds, humans
were perhaps the hardest hit by the Gap. Due to Golarion’s
disappearance, humans were left with relatively little evidence
with which to puzzle out and reconstruct their society. While
Absalom Station and other worlds with large human populations
contain documents related to the ancient history of humanity,
how much relevance this should have to modern human society

is a hotly debated topic. For some, these ancient documents
offer a chance to connect with their origin, pulling everything
from names and philosophies to ancient factions forward into
the modern era. To the majority, however, this approach is seen
as backward—who cares about the dusty past on a vanished
world when it’s the future that will make you or break you?

SOCIETY AND ALIGNMENT
The diversity of human societies makes them both fascinating
and frustrating to other races. Human settlements just a few
miles apart may have wildly different governmental styles and
social mores, and one faction may promote violent, xenophobic
conquest while another wants only trade and friendship. If
there’s anything that can be said about human society as a
whole, it’s that it’s always in flux, with even the oldest cultures
constantly adapting and reinventing themselves—a trait
that often leads to humanity being seen as a “younger” race,
regardless of the millennia it has existed. As a result, humans
cannot be said to lean toward any particular alignment—though
many aliens might argue that this marks them as chaotic.

RELATIONS
Humans are the glue that holds the rest of the solar system
together. Their seemingly endless desire to explore and settle
any habitable environment has positioned them perfectly to act
as traders and mediators between other races, and their lack
of their own planet often makes integrating into other cultures
attractive to them. At the same time, not every race appreciates
their viruslike spread. Vesk in particular keep a wary eye on
humans—if only because humans’ tendency toward expansionism
and violence track too closely to their own—and many androids
retain a strained relationship with their parent race. Even the
friendliest races remain aware of just how quickly a few humans
in their midst can become a controlling majority.

ADVENTURERS
Ambition and desire for action are hallmarks of humanity,
and countless humans leave home in search of wealth, fame,
knowledge, excitement, or other means of bettering their
situations. Since the discovery of the Drift and convenient
interstellar travel, humans have led the charge in exploring
and settling new worlds, driven by economic opportunity and
ambition. Due to their versatility and adaptability, humans can
fill any role in an adventuring party, from heavily armed soldier
to charming envoy ambassador.
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NAMES
Human names can be totally new inventions, local traditions,
words borrowed from alien languages, or artifacts harkening
back to cultures on vanished Golarion. Due to the absence
of records from the Gap, it’s nearly impossible for individuals
to trace their genealogy back to Golarion itself, and thus any
names pulled from ancient history are claimed rather than true
ethnic traditions. Some examples of human names are Akif,
Alezandaru, Amare, Baolo, Belor, Darilian, Hadzi, Hai Minh,
Hiriko, Iolana, Jokug, Korva, Morvius, Navasi, Pao, Pasara,
Raziya, Revhi, Sahba, Sephia, Signe, Valki, and Yon.

HUMANS
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KASATHAS

+2

STR

+2

WIS

–2

INT

4 HP

Originally from a planet orbiting
a dying star far beyond the Pact
Worlds, the four-armed kasathas
maintain a reputation as a noble
and mysterious people. They are
famous for their anachronistic
warriors, ancient wisdom, and
strange traditions.

SIZE AND TYPE
Kasathas are Medium humanoids with the
kasatha subtype.

DESERT STRIDE
Kasathas can move through nonmagical
difficult terrain in deserts, hills, and
mountains at their normal speed.

FOUR-ARMED
10983664
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Kasathas have four arms, which allows them
to wield and hold up to four hands’ worth of
weapons and equipment. While their multiple
arms increase the number of items they can
have at the ready, it doesn't increase the number
of attacks they can make during combat.

HISTORIAN
Due to their in-depth historical training and the
wide-ranging academic background knowledge
they possess, kasathas receive a +2 racial bonus
to Culture checks.

NATURAL GRACE
Kasathas receive a +2 racial bonus to Acrobatics
and Athletics checks.
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PLAYING A KASATHA
YOU LIKELY...
Seek wisdom in history and find dignity in customs and tradition.
Strive to maintain balance and stability in yourself and your comrades.
Use ranged weapons when necessary but find melee weapons
inherently more honorable.
Keep your mouth hidden behind a scarf in public, carefully tucking
food under it and using straws to drink.

OTHER RACES PROBABLY…
Don’t understand your customs and mistake your veneration of the
elegant past for primitiveness.
Resent your aloofness and assume you think you’re superior to them.
Fear you want to invade and colonize their home.
Respect your cultural knowledge but find you stodgy and inflexible.

PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION
Kasathas are gray-skinned humanoids with four arms and pure
black eyes. Lacking a protruding nose, a kasatha’s head is smooth
and elongated, with skin stretched tight to a skull extending
backward far beyond the edge of the neck. While lean compared
to humans, kasathas have more advanced muscle fibers that grant
them surprising strength. Physical differences between kasatha
genders are slight and easily overlooked by other races.

HOME WORLD
Kasathas evolved on Kasath, a massive desert planet orbiting
a red giant. While they knew that, on a stellar scale, their sun
was near death, tradition kept them from entertaining the idea of
colonizing another world until shortly after the Gap. Then, their
progenitor race—the plane-hopping witchwyrds—returned and
told them of the perfect world: a place called Akiton.
Determined to settle this promised land, the kasathas began
construction of a great, slower-than-light colony ship. Hundreds of
years later, the worldship Idari arrived in the Pact Worlds system.
To the crew’s surprise, however, local technology had advanced,
and the kasathan juggernaut found itself too vulnerable to
risk invading Akiton. Instead, while many kasathas emigrated
peacefully to that planet and the surrounding worlds, the majority
elected to remain aboard the Idari in an orbit between Verces and
the Diaspora, tending its rotating-drum farms and manufacturing
bays while trading with other races.

SOCIETY AND ALIGNMENT
Kasathas were technologically advanced when humanity was
still huddling in caves, yet they long ago plateaued socially and
technologically, learning the importance of stability and balance
after a series of near-apocalyptic disasters. In kasathan culture,
the answer to any question lies somewhere in the past. The fact
that their home world’s records extend further back into the Gap

than any Pact World only encourages their veneration of history.
This leads to a culture steeped in customs that can seem bizarre
to outsiders, from the common requirement to hide one’s mouth
around all but one’s most intimate companions to an ironclad
belief in the superior dignity of wielding melee weapons over
projectile or energy weapons.
Kasathan society is generally matriarchal and nomadic,
organized into myriad “great families,” clans, and subclans, with
individuals and family units roaming as the whim takes them.
Their conviction that most other races don’t truly understand
the importance of personal dignity means kasathas rarely
bother to teach their customs to outside races, which leads to
their reputation as being mysterious, standoffish, wise, or all
three. Each kasatha follows a unique set of traditions, combining
common rituals with new ones she creates. She gains more
and more traditions over a lifetime, so that the oldest kasathas
spend much of their time honoring the past. This accumulation
of personal customs begins during the Tempering, a yearlong
walkabout all kasathas undergo at the end of adolescence.
During this time, young kasathas are encouraged to test their
limits, learn from other cultures, and engage in normally improper
behavior in hopes of coming to appreciate the value of tradition.
Many kasathas are lawful neutral, as befits their focus on
custom, though younger ones can often be more chaotic,
idealistic, or self-centered.
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RELATIONS
Kasathas strive to maintain open trade with all races, yet they
find some more amicable than others. They see vesk as brutish
and shameful in their focus on conquest by any means, and ysoki
as loud and undignified. They get along well with lashuntas, who
properly respect the knowledge of the past, and they are intrigued
by both androids and shirrens—races they see as young enough to
be led down proper paths. Humans often confuse them; just when
they’re ready to write all humans off as capricious, they meet one
whose sense of honor almost matches their own.

MAGIC AND
SPELLS
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GAME
MASTERING

SETTING
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ADVENTURERS
Kasathas originally brought the philosophy of star cycles and
cosmic balance to the Pact Worlds, and to this day most solarians
are kasathas, though their physiques and love of dueling
also make them excellent soldiers, and the study of ancient
traditions turns many into mystics. Kasathas undergoing the
Tempering make perfect explorers and adventurers, and in recent
generations these walkabouts sometimes turn permanent.

NAMES
Kasathas go by their first names, though their full names always
encompass additional names denoting parentage, clan or subclan,
relation to the Great Families of Kasath, and connection to
historical heroes—it’s not uncommon for a kasatha’s full name to
include half a dozen such elements. For instance, a kasatha who
introduces himself as Isu might properly be named “Isu Cocretia
Qaru Maras of Clan Tarma, House Hadulan, soul-splinter of the
line of Ru.” Some examples of kasathan first names are Altronus,
Esar, Gorsen, Hadif, Jehir, Kala, Maedar, Metweska, Ninura, Remu,
Senesel, Tolar, Umana, Voloteo, and Zye.

KASATHAS
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LASHUNTAS

4 HP

Idealized by many other humanoid
races and gifted with innate
psychic abilities, lashuntas are at
once consummate scholars and
enlightened warriors, naturally
divided into two specialized
subraces with different abilities
and societal roles.

SIZE AND TYPE
Lashuntas are Medium humanoids with the
lashunta subtype.

DIMORPHIC
All lashuntas gain +2 Charisma at character
creation. Korasha lashuntas are muscular
(+2 Strength at character creation) but often
brash and unobservant (–2 Wisdom at character
creation). Damaya lashuntas are typically clever
and well-spoken (+2 Intelligence at character
creation) but somewhat delicate (–2 Constitution
at character creation).

10983666

10983666

SEE BELOW

1291693

LASHUNTA MAGIC
Lashuntas gain the following spell-like abilities:
At will: daze, psychokinetic hand
1/day: detect thoughts
See Spell-like Abilities on page 262. The caster level
for these effects is equal to the lashunta's level.

LIMITED TELEPATHY
Lashuntas can mentally communicate with any
creatures within 30 feet with whom they share a
language. Conversing telepathically with multiple
creatures simultaneously is just as difficult as
listening to multiple people speaking.

STUDENT
Lashuntas love to learn, and they receive a +2
racial bonus to any two skills of their choice.
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CORE RULEBOOK

PLAYING A LASHUNTA
YOU LIKELY...
Deeply value learning, self-improvement, and the practice and
perfection of skills and powers.
Are a natural leader—calm and charismatic if damaya, loud and
boisterous if korasha.
Sometimes find other races’ reliance on audible language exasperating.
Are a good judge of character and bond deeply with those worthy
of your trust.

OTHER RACES PROBABLY…
Simultaneously admire and resent your natural charm and your
force of personality.
Expect you to know everything or see you as frustratingly posturing
and patronizing.
Fear you’ll use your telepathy to read their minds.
Question the influence of corporate power on your supposedly
enlightened meritocracies.

PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION
To survive on the predator-rich world of Castrovel, the telepathic
humanoids called lashuntas evolved adaptive genetics that allow
children to develop into one of two subspecies, depending on the
stresses they endure at puberty: either the tall, intellectual, and
adaptable damaya—who make up most of their race’s political
leaders and ambassadors—or the short, burly, headstrong korasha,
who excel as warriors and explorers. Both feature short forehead
antennae that focus their natural telepathy, as well as colorful
swirls and raised markings on their faces unique to each individual.
Due to natural pheromones and lashuntas’ almost perfect physical
symmetry, most humanoid races find lashuntas of both subspecies
subconsciously (and sometimes unnervingly) attractive.
Both clades of the species bear the same genetics, allowing
them to intermarry and have children. While all lashunta children
inherit complexions and certain distinguishing features from their
parents, their subspecies is not one of them. Through psychic ritual
and force of will techniques applied at puberty, modern lashuntas
have mastered the ability to determine what subspecies a child
will grow into, activating certain epigenetics and shutting down
others. While some lashunta city-states attempt to steer children
in particular directions, such as via government-run aptitude tests,
most lashuntas believe passionately in a child’s right to choose.
In ancient lashunta history, their starkly divided gender roles
led to subspecies almost universally correlated with gender, but
as lashunta culture has grown more egalitarian, gender balance
between the two subspecies has become roughly equal.

HOME WORLD
Lashuntas form the most prominent race on Castrovel, and have
long been organized into independent city-states for protection

against the planet’s many apex predators. At the same time,
thanks to their large number of magical portals, lashuntas
regularly ventured to other worlds even before the advent of
space travel, and they have developed particularly close bonds
with societies on Akiton.

SOCIETY AND ALIGNMENT
Though lashunta societies usually characterize themselves as
meritocracies, their leaders have traditionally been women and
are usually damaya except in times of war. Both damaya and
korasha lashuntas see education as one of the highest callings,
making lashunta scholars renowned across the solar system.
Military service is also valued, since Castrovel’s dangerous
ecosystem and lack of overarching governments mean that
settlements need warriors to protect them from jungle monsters.
Of these soldiers, the most iconic are the traditional shotalashu
cavalry, lightly armored riders who form telepathic bonds with
and take their name from their saurian mounts.
On the whole, lashuntas’ focus on self-improvement, honor,
and communal defense leads them toward good alignments, with
damaya tending to be more lawful and korasha more chaotic.

RELATIONS
Lashuntas believe that every culture has something to teach, and
thanks to the legendary prowess of lashunta diplomats, most
other races respect them and consider them allies, or at least
reasonable associates. Vesk admire their warriors, androids and
kasathas value their logic and learning, and humans respect their
scholarship but risk embarrassing themselves trying to deal with
lashuntas’ disconcerting attractiveness. Shirrens are the main
exception to this pattern of mutual respect—though lashuntas’
millennia of warfare with the insectile formians has finally ended,
many lashuntas are still uncomfortable interacting with similar
races and worry that “the bugs” may one day unite against them.

ADVENTURERS
When a lashunta leaves home, it’s often to grow—in knowledge,
prowess, or simple enlightenment. Experience is the best teacher,
and the thrill of discovery means that a lashunta adventurer is as
likely to be drawn to a new world by a rumor of lost lore as by
the promise of wealth. Of course, this quest for wisdom sounds
less noble once it’s understood that the prestige associated with
bringing significant new knowledge home to Castrovel all but
assures a lashunta the finest creature comforts for the rest of his
life as a corporate consultant or professor at a university. Lashunta
adventurers are most frequently envoys, technomancers, and
mechanics, but soldiers and operatives are also common, the
latter being trained and employed by the numerous powerful
lashunta-owned corporations that have surpassed many citystates as the primary political powers on Castrovel and beyond.
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NAMES
Lashunta naming conventions vary widely among city-states, but
often tend toward soft sounds with tonal elements that make
them sound musical and elegant to other races. Some sample
lashunta names are Domash, Hesori, Kima, Kopalo, Maenala,
Nomae, Oraeus, Raia, Shess, Soryn, Taeon, and Varikuara.
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SHIRRENS

+2

WIS

–2

CHA

6 HP

Once part of a ravenous hive of
locust-like predators, the insectile
shirrens only recently broke with
their hive mind to become a race
of telepaths physically addicted
to their own individualism,
yet dedicated to the idea of
community and harmony with
other races.

SIZE AND TYPE
Shirrens are Medium humanoids with the
shirren subtype.

BLINDSENSE
Shirrens’ sensitive antennae grant them blindsense
(vibration)—the ability to sense vibrations in the
air—out to 30 feet. A shirren ignores the Stealth
bonuses from any form of visual camouflage,
invisibility, and the like when attempting a
Perception check opposed by a creature’s Stealth
check. Even on a successful Perception check, any
foe that can’t be seen still has total concealment
(50% miss chance) against a shirren, and the shirren
still has the normal miss chance when attacking
foes that have concealment. A shirren is still flatfooted against attacks from creatures it can’t see.

10983668

10983668

+2

CON
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COMMUNALISM
Shirrens are used to working with others as part
of a team. Once per day, as long as an ally is
within 10 feet, a shirren can roll a single attack roll
or skill check twice and take the higher result.

CULTURAL FASCINATION
Shirrens are eager to learn about new cultures
and societies. Shirrens receive a +2 racial bonus
to Culture and Diplomacy checks.

LIMITED TELEPATHY
Shirrens can communicate telepathically with
any creatures within 30 feet with whom they
share a language. Conversing telepathically
with multiple creatures simultaneously is just as
difficult as listening to multiple people speak.
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CORE RULEBOOK

PLAYING A SHIRREN
YOU LIKELY...
Cherish your independence, and while eager to help the group, you
despise coercion and entrapment.
Abhor violence and act as a voice of reason, compassion, and
community even when tempers flare.
Take deep emotional and physical pleasure in simple, mundane
choices that establish your individuality.
Are fascinated by religion and see your choice of god as a
reflection of your personality.

OTHER RACES PROBABLY…
Find your physiology and use of telepathy disconcerting.
Appreciate your bravery, logic, and diplomacy, even if your
conclusions are not always convenient.
Don’t understand your definition of freedom or your seemingly
disproportionate delight over small choices.
Worry that you might return to predatory, Swarm-dominated ways
at any time.

need to keep track of such things. After splitting from the Swarm,
the newly self-aware shirrens scattered to a number of nearby
systems. A large contingent found its way to the Pact Worlds,
making first contact with Vercite aethership crews and setting up
a colony in Verces’s parched Fullbright region. Since then, shirrens
have spread throughout the Pact Worlds.

SOCIETY AND ALIGNMENT
Shirrens define themselves by their individualism. When they left
the Swarm, they assumed partial control over the neurological
pleasure and pain systems by which they were formerly directed,
and even generations later, making choices for themselves can
literally flood them with pleasurable neurotransmitters. While
this ability is not always beneficial—some shirrens deliberately
drug themselves this way, becoming “option junkies” blissed out
on sequences of trivial decisions—freedom of choice is crucial to
shirren identity. This is especially true with regard to religion, for
what choice is more important than how to spend the afterlife?
At the same time, having evolved from hive creatures,
shirrens remain highly communal by human standards. Even
when working with other races, they seek to foster community
and teamwork and do what’s best for the group. They are often
lawful good, though loyalty and a utilitarian emphasis on “the
greater good” can also lead them down questionable paths.

RELATIONS
PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION
Shirrens were once part of the Swarm, a monstrous race traveling
from world to world, consuming all they encountered before
moving on. Generations ago, however, a mysterious mutation
caused an entire subcolony to break from the hive mind, with
each of its members gaining a sense of self. Addicted to the new
drug of individualism, these renegades rejected the Swarm’s
mindless consumption, forming a new race called shirrens that
eventually came to settle within the Pact World system.
Shirrens are arthropods with chitinous exoskeletons, large
compound eyes, and sensitive antennae. Unlike many arthropodan
races, they walk upright, manipulating items with three-clawed
hands. In addition to their two sets of main limbs, they also have
two sets of smaller limbs growing from their thoraxes. While often
displayed, these “mating arms” are extremely weak and used
only for ceremonial and reproductive purposes—to use them for
mundane activities would be seen as grotesque and shameful.
Shirrens have three sexes: male, female, and host. During
reproduction, female and male shirrens provide the initial eggs
and sperm, and hosts incubate the fertilized eggs while also
adding their own genetic material and immunities. In some
shirren societies, a single host queen incubates for many partners
and is considered the true parent, while in others, three-party
marriages are common. Shirren young spend their first 2 years in
a tiny, wormlike larval form, and they are often carried around in
protective containers to let them safely observe the world.

HOME WORLD
Not even shirrens know where the Swarm first evolved, for its vast
biological colony-fleet has traveled the stars for ages and feels no
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Most of the common races find shirrens agreeable and useful
allies, though their telepathic communication and chittering
mouthparts can be disconcerting. Shirrens, for their part, are
positively inclined toward all the major races, especially ysoki for
their communal tendencies and zest for life. Though lashuntas
often maintain their prejudice against insectile races, most
shirrens don’t hold this against them, as they themselves fear
nothing more than the Swarm that spawned them.

ADVENTURERS
Less inclined toward violence than many races, shirrens often
sign on with starship crews as ambassadors, medics, technicians,
and other such noncombat roles, especially as mystics acting as
ship chaplains. They adore working as part of a team and are often
voices of reason in chaotic situations. This general friendliness
should not be mistaken for weakness, however, as shirrens
fighting for the lives of their comrades can be terrifyingly lethal,
fearlessly undertaking suicidal missions for the good of the group.

MAGIC AND
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NAMES
Shirrens rely primarily on telepathy for communication, speaking
audibly with their mandibles only in formal situations. Because
of their insectile physiology, their “speech-names” can sometimes
be harsh and awkward for members of other races to pronounce.
Fortunately, they readily accept nicknames bestowed by members
of other races, seeing such epithets as honors. Most also have a
secret “soul-name” that’s purely telepathic, a concentrated collage
of emotions, images, and sense memories that’s shared only with
their dearest friends. Some shirren speech-names include Cesca,
Halicon, Jchk, Keskodai, Korskal, Noskaru, Schect, Thast, T’sen,
Vishkesh, Xylit, and Zenka.
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VESK

+2

STR

–2

INT

6 HP

Heavily muscled and covered with thick scales and short,
sharp horns, the reptilian vesk are exactly as predatory
and warlike as they appear. Originally hailing from a star
system near the Pact Worlds, they sought to conquer and
subdue their stellar neighbors, as they had all the other
intelligent races in their own system, until
an overwhelming threat forced them
into a grudging alliance with the Pact
Worlds—for now.

SIZE AND TYPE
Vesk are Medium humanoids with the
vesk subtype.

ARMOR SAVANT
Vesk use armor in a way that complements
their uniquely sturdy physiology. When wearing
armor, they gain a +1 racial bonus to AC. When
they’re wearing heavy armor, their armor check
penalty is 1 less severe than normal.

FEARLESS

10983670

10983670

+2

CON
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Vesk receive a +2 racial bonus to saving throws
against fear effects.

LOW-LIGHT VISION
Vesk can see in dim light as if it were normal
light. For more details, see page 264.

NATURAL WEAPONS
Vesk are always considered armed. They can
deal 1d3 lethal damage with unarmed strikes
and the attack doesn’t count as archaic. Vesk
gain a unique weapon specialization with their
natural weapons at 3rd level, allowing them to
add 1–1/2 × their character level to their damage
rolls for their natural weapons (instead of just
adding their character level, as usual).
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CORE RULEBOOK

PLAYING A VESK
YOU LIKELY...
See most other races as weak or dishonorable and believe the vesk
way is best.
Relish the chance to prove your worth in combat, though only
against worthy opponents.
Have an ironclad sense of honor and propriety, and strive to
always keep your word.
Bond closely with proven comrades and surprise non-vesk friends
with sudden outpourings of emotion in private.

OTHER RACES PROBABLY…
Find your size and bloodthirsty reputation intimidating.
Assume you’re ignorant of anything beyond combat.
Depend on you in battle yet fear and resent you for your empire’s
past conflicts and conquests.
Mistake vesk etiquette and propriety for a lack of feeling.

PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION
The lizard-like vesk stand close to 7 feet tall, are thick with
muscle, and are covered in tough, scaly skin. Though they’ve
long since adopted technological weapons, they retain the thick
claws and teeth of natural predators and enjoy using them
to intimidate “softer” races. In addition, they also have long,
powerful tails—while these are primarily used for balance, some
vesk martial arts incorporate formidable tail slaps. Small horn
spikes dot the skulls of both sexes, and protrude from their
lower jaws in bony “beards” that sometimes extend down their
spines to their tails. Female vesk are often larger than their male
counterparts, and whereas males are various shades of green,
females often have vibrant, mottled coloration that’s considered
an indicator of both health and attractiveness.

HOME WORLD
Vesk first arose on a single world around their sun but quickly
spread to the others, turning potential competitor races (as
the vesk saw them) into vassals in the vast empire they call
the Veskarium. Today, these other worlds officially no longer
even have names, only numbers correlating to their distance
from the sun (such as Vesk-6). The exception to this rule is Vesk
Prime, vesk’s ancestral home, which remains the seat of their
government and high society.

SOCIETY AND ALIGNMENT
Vesk society is highly organized and militaristic. While
merchants and others with peaceful professions can advance
economically, political power is the exclusive domain of those
who’ve proven themselves in armed conflict. Surprisingly, this
proof doesn’t need to come through military service, or even
benefit the Veskarium. Many vesk attain similar elevation in

social status through performing mercenary work, engaging in
dueling, or providing security on exploration missions. Though
obsessed with conquest, dominance, and social rank, vesk have
an equally strong sense of honor and pride in fulfilling their
agreements and treating subordinates of all races fairly. They
are stoic and taciturn with strangers but capable of great bursts
of emotion in private or in the heat of battle. Vesk society tends
to be efficient, respectful, and law-abiding—especially since
nearly any insult or violation of custom could trigger a brutally
violent blood debt. Even outside of their home system, vesk are
most often lawful, though usually according to their own code
of honor rather than that of whatever society they happen to be
in. They tend toward a neutral morality, though individuals can
easily skew good or evil.
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Vesk’s love of military conquest and empire building originally
led to significant skirmishes between their star system and the
nearby Pact Worlds, and the ensuing conflict—often called the
Silent War—might have continued indefinitely had the Swarm
not attacked both systems simultaneously. Banding together
for mutual defense, vesk and Pact Worlds cultures successfully
fought off the Swarm, forging a tentative peace in the process.
Vesk respect honor, strength, and self-mastery. Though their
relations with the races of the Pact Worlds remain strained
due to the only barely averted war, they admire androids’
dispassionate consistency, kasathas’ sense of honor, and the
strength of lashuntas in battle. However, they find ysoki weak
and frivolous, and humans quick to break their agreements.
Shirrens perplex vesk with their refusal to parlay their
strengths, including their instinctive coordination in battle and
willingness to die for their comrades, into an empire.

ADVENTURERS
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Vesk adventuring with races from other systems fall into two
categories. The first are mercenaries or glory-seekers looking
for a chance to engage in honorable combat and build up their
prestige. The second are nonwarrior vesk who have rejected their
home society for its obsession with combat and have chosen
instead to seek opportunities among more open-minded races.
Warrior vesk most often fit the soldier class, though a growing
number have become intrigued by the path of the solarian.
Noncombatant vesk often lean toward becoming mystics,
though some overcome the traditional vesk culture’s dismissal of
education to become mechanics or even technomancers.

PATHFINDER
LEGACY

NAMES
Vesk names are often long and combine elements of their
parents’ names, as well as those of other prominent ancestors.
These are frequently shortened for daily use by friends, though
abridging a vesk’s name without permission is a grave insult. In
addition, some vesk take on epithets related to their victories
in combat, which they sometimes use in addition to or in
place of a family name, such as “Three Guns,” “Voidwalker,”
or “Squadeater.” Some sample vesk names include Dmotralan,
Evdokayo, Goromitali, Julakesh, Katara, Obozaya, Radokama,
Sarangari, Sobok, Terikoraz, and Ymeros-Ahandi.

VESK
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YSOKI

+2
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STR

2 HP

Small and furtive, the ysoki are often
overlooked by larger races. Yet
through wit and technological
prowess, they’ve spread
throughout the solar system,
giving truth to the old adage
that every starship needs a
few rats.

SIZE AND TYPE
Ysoki are Small humanoids with the
ysoki subtype.

CHEEK POUCHES
Ysoki can store up to 1 cubic foot of items
weighing up to 1 bulk in total in their cheek
pouches, and they can transfer a single object
between hand and cheek as a swift action. A ysoki
can disgorge the entire contents of his pouch onto
the ground in his square as a move action that
does not provoke an attack of opportunity.
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+2
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DARKVISION
Ysoki can see up to 60 feet in the dark. See
page 263 for more information.

MOXIE
Ysoki are scrappy and nimble even when the
odds are against them. A ysoki can stand from
prone as a swift action. Additionally, when
off-kilter (see page 276), a ysoki does not take
the normal penalties to attacks or gain the
flat-footed condition. When attempting an
Acrobatics check to tumble through the space
of an opponent at least one size category larger
than himself, a ysoki receive a +5 racial bonus to
the check.

SCROUNGER
Ysoki receive a +2 racial bonus to Engineering,
Stealth, and Survival checks.
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CORE RULEBOOK

PLAYING A YSOKI
YOU LIKELY...
Talk fast and often. You see language as a constantly evolving art
form, and you constantly pick up new slang and alien words.
Have seemingly boundless energy and enthusiasm, and rarely pass
up a chance for some excitement.
Adore technology in all its forms and love taking devices apart to see
how they work.
Are savvy and street-smart no matter where you are, and make both
friends and enemies quickly.

OTHER RACES PROBABLY…

a soldier’s appreciation for her armor’s construction. While
they traditionally take on roles and societal niches other races
view as unpleasant, acting as junkers or squeezing through
the innards of starships, this is due not to a lack of pride, but
rather an abundance thereof—ysoki are so sure of their own
worth that living in subpar conditions doesn’t shame them.
Larger races’ tendency to underestimate or pick on ysoki has
left them fiercely loyal to their friends and families—both ysoki
and otherwise—and a ysoki presented with a gross injustice
often feels the need to fling himself teeth-first at the problem,
consequences be damned. As a result, the most common ysoki
alignment is chaotic good, though they can easily be tugged
toward the evil alignments by loyalty or a need to strike back at
perceived oppression (or even simple disrespect).

RELATIONS

Value your skills with technology but wish you reassembled.

Friendly and talented, ysoki integrate easily into most civilized
societies, sometimes in all-ysoki neighborhoods and other times
living side by side with alien cultures. The large size of ysoki
families and their tendency to travel also means that a ysoki
on a Pact World is shockingly likely to have a cousin or other
contact in just about any major settlement. Of the major races,
ysoki get along best with lashuntas, with whom they’ve traded
for millennia, though they appreciate humanity’s pluck and
shirrens’ devotion to community, even if the latter are a little too
calm for ysoki tastes. They identify with androids’ defiance in the
face of prejudice, but they find kasathas too aloof and vesk too
obsessed with displaying dominance. Regardless of others’ races,
ysoki pride themselves on being quick judges of character, and
members of many other races have been surprised to find a ysoki
fighting on their behalf after no more than a conversation in a
crowded bar. Quick to rile and quick to forgive, fond of laughing
at misfortune (both their own and others’), ysoki can sometimes
be exhausting, but they are rarely boring.

Appreciate the fervor with which you defend your friends.
Underestimate you due to your size and childlike enthusiasm.

PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION
Ranging from 3 to 4 feet tall, ysoki resemble humanoid rats
who walk upright, complete with fur, long incisors, constantly
twitching noses, and partially prehensile tails that help them
keep their balance and maneuver in zero gravity. Their small,
dexterous hands are perfect for working on delicate electronics,
and their keen noses often allow them to identify complex
chemicals by smell. Male and female ysoki are difficult for other
races to tell apart, as they have similar body types and favor
similar fashions.

HOME WORLD
While the term “ysoki” originates from Akiton, where the race
has long been a vibrant and respected culture, populations of
ratfolk (as they’re sometimes called) existed on several worlds
for millennia before spaceflight became common. Whether these
different populations were examples of convergent evolution or
they shared a common ancestor is anyone’s guess, but today
most of these cultures now identify as part of the overarching
ysoki race. This is due partially to the wide variation in ysoki
heredity, which makes ethnicity (and often even immediate
family connections) almost impossible to determine by sight
or genetics, but even more so to the fact that ysoki have done
more than any other ratfolk group to demand and maintain the
respect of larger races.

SOCIETY AND ALIGNMENT
Ysoki society is chaotic and freewheeling, and a typical warren
is full of half-finished projects and multiple ysoki talking over
each other. Regardless of their role in society, nearly all ysoki
hold a deep and abiding love for technology and gadgets,
whether it be an engineer’s love of taking machines apart or
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See you as manic, loud, and impetuous.

things as often as you took them apart.

3

ADVENTURERS
Though ysoki form strong bonds with their friends and families,
these connections are as likely to take them off-world as to keep
them at home. Many curious young ysoki sign on with starship
crews to see the universe or find their fortunes, and soon adopt
their shipmates as a second family. Their natural aptitude with
machines most often leads ysoki to become mechanics and
technomancers, but they also enjoy the gloriously complicated
weaponry employed by operatives and soldiers, and many
appreciate the quick-witted patter of envoys.
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NAMES
Ysoki names tend to be short, and even those given longer
names inevitably shorten them for informal use. Nicknames are
often as important to ysoki as their actual names, and they tend
to give both other ysoki and their non-ysoki friends monikers
that refer to their personality or physiology, such as “Snack,”
“Sparks,” “Twitch,” “Boom-Boom,” or “Dirtbath.” While some
ysoki take family names, many use the names of their ships or
home settlements instead. Some sample ysoki names include
Bena, Coponisa, Cors, Goba, Ketch, Kib, Lolo, Niknik, Quig, Resk,
Sim, and Twik.
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